Add fields & business rules to Dynamics GP windows with simple SQL tables and views

With TitaniumGP’s Elastic Windows the opportunities for growing the functionality of a Dynamics GP window are endless. You can easily add new fields of any SQL type to the GP window (including UNICODE), and add additional view information that automatically changes as you place the cursor in different elements in the GP window.
ADD FIELDS & VIEWS TO DYNAMICS GP

With its out-of-the-box drag and drop designer, Elastic Windows allows you to attach tables, fields and SQL views right into your Dynamics GP windows from both internal and external data sources.

In addition, TitaniumGP’s Elastic Windows makes it easy to add business rules and logic to check for predetermined condition inside of Dynamics GP. For example, you can use Elastic Windows to validate that prices have been entered and warehouse assignments created.
ELASTIC WINDOWS

Here are some typical fields/views that our customers have easily added using Elastic Windows:

- Inventory across warehouses
- Unicode
- Product images
- eCommerce data
- Vendor information
- Additional customer data
CUSTOMIZE DYNAMICS GP TO MEET YOUR UNIQUE BUSINESS NEEDS AND CHALLENGES BY EASILY ADDING SQL FIELDS AND VIEWS TO OVER 50 DIFFERENT DYNAMICS GP WINDOWS.